You Applied,
Now What?
Next Steps to The PT Hustle

Congratulations! You’ve taken a huge step in your PT journey by
submitting your application for PT Hustle’s Pass System. So
what’s next? Don’t worry – we have you covered. We’ll take you
through the 6 biggest things you need to
know about the program so you’re prepared for your phone
interview with our dedicated product specialist.
Dr. Kyle Rice, PT

The 6 Most Important Things to Know
About Our Proven NPTE Pass System®
It’s a Binge-Worthy Experience
The pre-recorded videos are set up to walk you through how to solve
the toughest NPTE questions through Coach K's Pass System Method.
Since practice questions are typically more entertaining than reading,
many of our students find the videos in this program fun, light, and
bingeable.
Fast, High Energy Videos Built To Raise Your Score
The course was strategically created to help you build your first foolproof test taking strategy, while adding on high performing techniques
to build confidence. Each video is a fast 15 minutes (on average),
giving you plenty of time to practice and enjoy your day.

Designed For The PT Student Who Struggles With Tests
This program gives easy to implement, actionable steps for; low
confidence, fear of failure, high anxiety, second-guessing,
overthinking, getting down to the final two answers, and failing
practice exam scores.
Minimal Time Committment...Powerful Results
Students are recommended ONLY to complete 1-2 videos per day
approximately 24 minutes1. The techniques taught in the PASS
System are easy to implement and highly effective in raising NPTE
scores. Past students have received up to a 10-15% improvement in
less than 30 days2.
We've Added Support!
Students who are accepted into the Pass System today, will receive
daily Q&A support from our team. Regardless of the test taking
problems you face, our team will provide tailored guidance to get
you the best score possible. *Responses are provided within 24-48
hours.

1The recommendation of completing only 1-2 videos per day (24 minutes per day) is based on a student approximately 4-6 weeks away from the scheduled
NPTE test date. This 24 minutes does not include practice time in order to improve the skills taught in the program.
2This

was average data collected from over 250 beta students who completed 30 days of training using the Pass System Method. These results are
presented as data and not PT Hustle guarantees of any individuals performance. Results will vary depending on an individuals work ethic, adherence to the
skills taught, and practice of those skills.

24/7 Access to The Online Platform (until you pass)
We don’t ditch you after the 12-weeks are over. From the moment
you start the Pass System until the day you pass the NPTE, we
provide you access to the online platform -- which includes our NPTE
Pass System, a mini practice test, cheat sheets, lecture sample pack,
and over 75 exclusive practice exam questions with a Coach K walkthrough.

That’s Just The Start.
There are so many other benefits you’ll receive through the Pass
System Program. During your interview, be sure to ask our product
specialist about any other add-ons to supercharge your NPTE score.
I think we covered what you need to get started on your NPTE
journey.
Best of luck on your interview!
- PT Hustle Team

